
As of  May 10, 2011 sufficient presbyteries have voted to approve a change in the Presbyterian 

Church (USA) Constitution. The amended Constitution will give church sessions and 

presbyteries possible license to approve the ordination of deacons, elders and ministers – either 

homosexual or heterosexual – who are sexually active outside the marriage of a man and a 

woman. Such a constitutional amendment has been sought for decades by Presbyterian 

factions seeking to legitimize same-sex practice, and after repeated defeats and setbacks, the 

measure has just now been approved. It will take effect on July 10.

 

Covenant Community Church (a member congregation of  the PCUSA) has been resolute in its 

opposition to such an unbiblical decision, fully agreeing with the now-removed provision that 

read: “Those who are called to office in the church are to lead a life in obedience to Scripture 

and in conformity to the historic confessional standards of the church. Among these standards is 

the requirement to live either in fidelity within the covenant of marriage between a man and a 

woman, or chastity in singleness.”

 

This requirement reflects the overwhelming biblical consensus concerning Christian sexual 

morality over the centuries, across the Christian world and conforms as well to our Presbyterian 

Book of Confessions. While the Bible’s sexual morality has not changed, nor has God’s will for 

our sexual practice, the mood and mores of our culture are drifting far from God’s will for our 

lives. Tragically, this denominational decision has followed our culture, abandoning God’s loving 

precepts for how we are to live.

 

Covenant Community Church now  chooses two equally important and necessary courses of 

action:

• First, CCC will continue to love and value all persons, inviting all those who seek to know 

God to worship, learn, and labor beside us. All of  us have sinned and fallen short of the 

glory of God; we are all sinners in need of redemption. Therefore, we will choose love 

and welcome as ways of  caring for our friends and visitors. However, that love and 

welcome will include a call to follow  God’s will, to repent, and to turn from any sin that 
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separates one from fellowship with God. We will love enough to relay God’s intent that 

we be made whole through confession, repentance, and forgiveness.

• Second, CCC will not loosen our standards for the ordination of deacons or elders, for 

staff  or for the behavior of  all who follow  Jesus Christ. CCC will continue to require of  its 

officers and staff fidelity in heterosexual marriage or chastity in singleness, just as God 

so requires. The new  possibility of  lowered standards will not mean the actuality of 

change in CCC’S moral practice. However, CCC will not focus on any one sin while 

ignoring others. We will seek to be consistent in the application of biblical moral 

standards within the church.

 

You may hear in the press that the Presbyterian Church (USA) has abandoned moral standards 

or that it is now  committed to ordaining practicing homosexual persons. That would be an 

overstatement. Most likely some congregations and presbyteries will move rapidly to begin such 

ordinations, but there is no requirement yet that such ordinations must take place, nor is it 

certain that they ultimately would be approved.

 

The new  language in the Book of Order will read: “Standards for ordained service reflect the 

church’s desire to submit joyfully to the Lordship of  Jesus Christ in all aspects of life” and 

“governing bodies shall be guided by Scripture and the confessions in applying standards to 

individual candidates.” This is high-sounding but abstract language that talks of  standards but 

names none. Just how such requirements will be interpreted remains to be seen.

 

The bottom line is this: Although the PCUSA may be in error nationally, Covenant Community 

Church will remain steadfast locally. Nothing will change for us. We will continue to love those 

around us and point all persons to God’s loving and gracious will for our lives.

 

The Session of Covenant Community Church

Presbytery of Sacramento

Vacaville, CA
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